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ON THE CANONICAL MAP OF SURFACES WITH q ≥ 6
MARGARIDA MENDES LOPES, RITA PARDINI AND GIAN PIETRO PIROLA
Abstract. We carry out an analysis of the canonical system of a min-
imal complex surface S of general type with irregularity q > 0. Using
this analysis we are able to sharpen in the case q > 0 the well known
Castelnuovo inequality K2S ≥ 3pg(S) + q(S)− 7.
Then we turn to the study of surfaces with pg = 2q−3 and no fibration
onto a curve of genus > 1. We prove that for q ≥ 6 the canonical map
is birational. Combining this result with the analysis of the canonical
system, we also prove the inequality: K2S ≥ 7χ(S) + 2. This improves
an earlier result of the first and second author ([MP1]).
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1. Introduction
Complex surfaces of general type have been an object of study since the
19th century and nowadays their general behaviour is believed by many to
be understood, but in fact there are still many open problems. In particular,
little is known about the irregular surfaces, namely the surfaces that have
non zero global holomorphic 1-forms. This is in part due to the fact that a
fundamental tool for the study of surfaces of general type is the canonical
map, which is easier to understand in the case of regular surfaces.
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Here (cf. §4) we carry out an analysis of the canonical system of irregular
surfaces, paying special attention to the case of surfaces without irrational
pencils of genus > 1, namely surfaces that have no fibration onto a curve
of genus > 1, and to the case where the canonical system has a fixed part.
These results enable us to sharpen in the case of irregular surfaces the well
known Castelnuovo inequality K2 ≥ 3pg + q − 7 for a minimal surface with
birational canonical map (cf. §5).
Next, we turn to surfaces with pg = 2q − 3. Recall that by [Be2] an
irregular surface S of general type has pg ≥ 2q − 4, with equality holding
if and only if S is birational to the product of a curve of genus 2 and a
curve of genus q − 2. Hence it seems natural to try to classify surfaces S
with pg = 2q − 3. This is easily done under the assumption that S has an
irrational pencil of genus > 1 (cf. [MP1], [BNP]) but the matter becomes
very hard if one assumes that S has no such pencil. Examples of surfaces
with these properties are known only for q = 3, 4. For q = 3 one has the
symmetric product of a curve of genus 3 and it is known ([HP],[Pi]) that this
is the only surface with pg = q = 3 and no irrational pencil of genus > 1. A
family of examples with q = 4 (hence pg = 5) has been constructed by C.
Schoen in [Sc]. Hence one is led to doubt of the existence of these surfaces
for q ≥ 5. Indeed, in [MPP] it is shown that the case q = 5, pg = 7 does not
occur. However the arguments used in [MPP], besides being quite intricate,
are very ad hoc and for q 6= 3, 5 only some general restrictions are known.
For q ≥ 4, surfaces with pg = 2q − 3 and no irrational pencil of genus > 1
are “generalized Lagrangian”, namely they have independent global 1-forms
α1, . . . , α4 such that α1 ∧ α2 + α3 ∧ α4 = 0. In [BNP] it is shown that a
minimal generalized Lagrangian surface whose canonical system has no fixed
part has K2 ≥ 8χ and in [MP1] the weaker inequality K2 ≥ 7χ−1 has been
proven for all surfaces with pg = 2q − 3.
Here we prove that the canonical map of surfaces with pg = 2q − 3 that
have no irrational pencil of genus > 1 is birational (Theorem 6.1). Combin-
ing this result with the improved version of the Castelnuovo inequality given
in §5, we sharpen the inequality of [MP1] to K2 ≥ 7χ + 2. It is our hope
that these results are a step towards deciding in general of the existence of
surfaces with pg = 2q − 3 and no irrational pencil of genus > 1.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we recall several well known
technical results that are used repeatedly in the paper. Sections 3 and 4
are the technical heart of the paper. In §3 we establish the existence of
pencils of low degree on some rational surfaces, refining similar results by
Reid and Xiao ([Re1],[Xi3]). (This result is essential for proving Theorem
6.1). Section 4 starts with some results on the existence of certain types of
curves on an irregular surface, that are, we believe, of independent interest.
Then, in order to establish the afore mentioned sharpenings of Castelnuovo’s
theorem, we study the quadrics through the canonical image of an irregular
surface and, in addition, we give a small refinement of an inequality due
to Debarre. In §5 we use the results of §4 to prove the Castelnuovo type
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inequalities. Section 6 presents the results on surfaces with pg = 2q− 3 and
q ≥ 6. Whilst the birationality of the canonical map for such surfaces with
q ≥ 7 is an almost immediate consequence of the results of §3, some more
work is needed to show birationality for q = 6.
Acknowledgments: This research was partially supported by FCT (Portugal)
through program POCTI/FEDER and Project PTDC/MAT/099275/2008
and by MIUR (Italy) through project PRIN 2007 “Spazi di moduli e teorie di
Lie”. The first author is a member of the Center for Mathematical Analysis,
Geometry and Dynamical Systems (IST/UTL) and the second and the third
author are members of G.N.S.A.G.A.-I.N.d.A.M..
Notation and conventions: All varieties are complex projective. A ra-
tional map f : X → Y is composed with a pencil if the image of f is a curve.
A linear system |D| on X is composed with a pencil if the map given by
|D| is. A surface S has an irrational pencil of genus b > 0 if there exists a
fibration f : S → B, where B is a curve of genus b. If Σ is a singular surface
we denote by pg(Σ) and q(Σ) the geometric genus and the irregularity of a
desingularization of Σ.
Usually a curve on a surface S will mean an effective non zero divisor.
We denote by ωC the dualizing sheaf OC(KS + C) of a curve C of S. A
(−2)-curve on S is an effective divisor Z such that Z2 = −2 and every
irreducible component θ of Z satisfies θ2 = −2 and KSθ = 0. A (−2)-curve
Z is called a (−2)-cycle if θZ ≤ 0 for every component θ of Z, i.e. if Z is
the fundamental cycle of an A-D-E singularity in the terminology of [BPV,
Ch. III,§3] or the numerical cycle of a Du Val singularity in the terminology
of [Re3, Ch. IV].
If Y is a connected subset of an abelian variety A, we denote by < Y >
the abelian subvariety of A generated by Y . We denote by albdim(X) the
Albanese dimension of a variety X, namely the dimension of the image of
the Albanese map of X.
2. Auxiliary results
In this section we collect several technical facts that will be used re-
peatedly in some of the proofs. Here “surface” means “smooth complex
projective surface”.
2.1. Corollaries of the index theorem. We recall the following corollary
of the Hodge index theorem:
Theorem 2.1. (see, e.g., [BPV]) Let D,E be Q-divisors on the surface S. If
D2 > 0 and DE = 0 then E2 ≤ 0 and E2 = 0 if and only if E is homologous
to 0 in rational homology.
We will use mainly the following variations of Theorem 2.1:
Corollary 2.2. Let S be a surface and D a Q-divisor such that D2 > 0.
Then for any Q-divisor Z, D2Z2 − (DZ)2 ≤ 0.
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Corollary 2.3. Let S be a surface and D a Q-divisor of S such that D2 > 0.
Then for any decomposition of D as D = A+B where A,B are Q-divisors,
A2B2 − (AB)2 ≤ 0 and if equality holds then there exist m,n ∈ Q such that
mA is homologous to nB in rational homology.
2.2. Properties of m-connected curves. We recall that by a curve we
mean an effective non zero divisor on a surface and that a curve D is m-
connected if AB ≥ m for any decomposition D = A + B with A,B > 0.
Here we list several properties related to this notion (cf. [Re1, 3.9]).
Proposition 2.4 (see, e.g., Corollary A.2 of [CFM], also §3.9 of [Re3]). If
D is a 1-connected curve then h0(D,OD) = 1.
Lemma 2.5. Let S be minimal of general type with K2S > 1 and let E be
an effective divisor of S such that E2 = −1 and KSE = 1. Then E is
1-connected, h0(E,ωE) = 1 and h
0(E,KS) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that E is not 1-connected. Then there is a decomposition
E = A+ B with A,B > 0 and AB ≤ 0. Since A2 + 2AB +B2 = E2 = −1
we have A2 +B2 ≥ −1 and therefore A2 ≥ 0 or B2 ≥ 0.
On the other hand, since KS is nef, for any 0 < C < E one has KSC = 0
or KSC = 1. If KSC = 0 then by the index theorem C
2 < 0. If KSC = 1
again by the index theorem (Corollary 2.3) C2 ≤ 0 and by the adjunction
formula C2 is odd and so C2 ≤ −1. So we have a contradiction, that shows
that E is 1-connected.
For the second assertion it suffices to use that, by the 1-connectedness of
E and Proposition 2.4, h0(E,OE) = 1, and that pa(E) = 1.
For the last assertion note first that, since pa(E) = 1 and KSE = 1, by
the Riemann-Roch theorem one has h0(E,KS) = 1 + h
1(E,KS).
Since ωE = (KS +E)|E, by duality one has h
1(E,KS) = h
0(E,E).
Suppose that h0(E,E) 6= 0.
If E is irreducible, we have immediately a contradiction because E2 = −1.
If E is not irreducible there is some component θ of E such that θE < 0.
Then, if h0(E,E) 6= 0, by [CFM, Lemma (A.1)] there is a decomposition
E = A + B, with A,B > 0 where EA ≥ BA. Since EA = A2 + AB,
we obtain A2 ≥ 0, a contradiction, because we saw above that every curve
C < E satisfies C2 < 0.
Thus h0(E,E) = 0 and h0(E,KS) = 1. 
Proposition 2.6 ([M] Lemma 2.6, also [Re3] §3.9). Let D be a curve on
a surface S such that D2 ≥ 1 and D is nef. Then every D′ ∈ |D| is 1-
connected.
Furthermore if D′ = A + B is a decomposition of D with A, B curves
such that AB = 1, only the following possibilities can occur:
• A2 = −1 or B2 = −1;
• A2 = 0 or B2 = 0;
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• A2 = B2 = 1, A and B are homologous in rational homology and
D2 = 4.
Also if D2 ≥ 10, and D′ = A + B is a decomposition of D′ with A, B
curves such that AB = 2, only the following possibilities can occur:
• A2 = −2 or B2 = 2;
• A2 = −1 or B2 = −1;
• A2 = 0 or B2 = 0.
Lemma 2.7 ([CFM] Lemma A.4)). Let D be an m-connected curve of a
surface S and let D = D1 +D2 with D1, D2 curves. Then, with [p/2] being
the integer part of an integer p:
(i) if D1D2 = m, then D1 and D2 are [(m+ 1)/2]-connected;
(ii) if D1 is chosen to be minimal subject to the condition D1(D−D1) =
m, then D1 is [(m+ 3)/2]-connected.
The following immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7 and of the 2-connectdness
of the canonical divisors on minimal surfaces will be used repeatedly.
Corollary 2.8. If a canonical divisor on a minimal surface S decomposes
as KS = A + B where A,B > 0 and AB = 2, then both A and B are
1-connected.
3. Rational surfaces of small degree
The existence of pencils of low degree on ruled surfaces has been studied
by M. Reid ([Re1]) and Xiao Gang ([Xi3]). In this section we prove the
following refinement of their results, which is crucial in proving Theorem
6.1:
Theorem 3.1. Let Σ ⊂ Pn be a rational surface of degree m not contained
in any hyperplane and let η : Υ → Σ be the minimal desingularization. If
the linear system |H| := η∗|OPn(1)| is complete, then:
(i) if n ≥ 9 and m ≤ 3
2
n, then Σ has a pencil of curves |L| such that
every curve of |L| spans at most a Pr with r < 1
2
n;
(ii) if n = 8, then Σ has a pencil of curves |L| such that every curve of
|L| spans at most a P3 for m ≤ 10 and it has a pencil of curves of
degree ≤ 4 for m = 11, 12.
Proof. The proof, although long, is based on the simple classical idea of
“termination of adjunction” on a rational surface. One considers the adjoint
system |D| := |KΥ + H|. If dim |D| ≤ 0, then the result follows by the
classification of projective surfaces of very small degree. If |D| is composed
with a pencil |L|, then the image of |L| in Σ is a pencil of degree < n
2
.
If the system |D| maps Υ onto a surface, then one repeats the argument
considering the second adjoint system |KΥ+D|. Termination of adjunction
means that this process eventually stops (in our case, it actually stops at
most at the second step).
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In the proof we also make repeated use of the elementary fact that a
connected curve of degree r spans at most a Pr.
By [Re1, Corollary 1.1], if 4m < 6n − 81/4, i.e., if m < 3
2
n − 5 − 1/16,
then Σ has a pencil of lines or conics and so the theorem is true in this case.
So we are left with studying 3
2
n− 5 ≤ m ≤ 3
2
n.
Write m = 3
2
n− α. If m = n− 1, then Σ is either a cone over a rational
normal curve of degree n− 1 or it is a rational normal scroll. In either case,
it has a pencil of lines. Similarly, if m = n there are two possibilities (see
[Na]):
(a) n = 8 and Σ is the anticanonical image of P2 blown up at a point
P or of a (possibly singular) quadric of P3. In either case, Σ has
a pencil of conics, corresponding in the former case to the lines
through P and in the latter case to the lines of a ruling of the
quadric.
(b) n = 9 and Σ is the anticanonical image of P2. In this case Σ has a
2-dimensional system of curves of degree 3, the images of the lines
of P2.
So we can assume that m > n, i.e. 1
2
n > α.
Let H ∈ |H| be general. The curve H is smooth and irreducible by
Bertini’s theorem and, by the regularity of Υ, the system |H|H is complete.
Since |H|H has dimension n − 1 and degree < 2(n − 1), it is not special
by Clifford’s theorem. So restricting OΥ(H) to H and taking cohomology
we get h1(OΥ(H)) = 0. Riemann-Roch applied to OH(H) gives n =
3
2
n −
α + 1 − g(H), namely g(H) − 1 = 1
2
n − α. The adjunction formula gives
KΥH = −
1
2
n− α.
We consider now the adjoint linear system |D| := |KΥ + H|. Using the
adjunction sequence for H, one sees that h0(D) = g(H) = 1
2
n− α + 1 and,
because we are assuming 1
2
n > α, h0(D) ≥ 2. Write |D| = Z + |M |, where
Z is the fixed part of |D| and |M | is the moving part.
Step 1: D is nef. In particular, we have D2 ≥ 0.
Since q(Υ) = 0, the restriction of |D| to a curve H ∈ |H| is the complete
canonical system |KH |. Since for a general H the system |KH | is base point
free, for any irreducible component θ of Z we have θH = 0 and so, by the
index theorem, θ2 < 0.
Let θ be an irreducible curve such that θD < 0. Since D is effective,
θ is a component of Z. Hence θH = 0, θKΥ < 0, θ
2 < 0, namely θ is a
−1−curve contracted by |H|, against the assumption that Υ → Σ is the
minimal desingularization.
Step 2: If |D| is composed with a pencil, then Σ has a pencil of conics.
If |D| is composed with a pencil we can write |D| = Z + |(1
2
n−α)G|, where
|G| is a pencil. Since HZ = 0 (cf. Step 1) and HD = n − 2α, one has
HG = 2 and the general G is mapped by η to a conic of Pn.
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Step 3: If |D| is not composed with a pencil, then D2 ≥ 1
2
n − α − 1 ≥ 1.
Furthermore, if D2 ≤ 1
2
n− α, |D| is base point free.
Since we are assuming that |D| is not composed with a pencil, we have
h0(D) = 1
2
n − α + 1 ≥ 3, the general M ∈ |M | is irreducible and M2 ≥
1
2
n − α − 1. The last inequality holds because the image of Υ via the map
defined by |D| is a non degenerate surface.
Since D is nef by Step 1, we have D2 ≥ DM = M2 +MZ ≥ M2 and
so D2 ≥ 1
2
n − α − 1. Since D is nef and D2 > 0, every curve of |D|
is 1-connected by Proposition 2.6 , and so Z 6= 0 iff MZ > 0. Because
HM = HD = H(KΥ +H) is even (recall HZ = 0, cf. Step 1), we obtain
M2 +KΥM =M
2 +DM −HM = 2M2 +MZ −HM ≡MZ mod 2. So,
if Z 6= 0, then MZ ≥ 2 and D2 ≥ 1
2
n− α+ 1.
If D2 = 1
2
n − α − 1, then of course |D| has no base points, whilst if
D2 = 1
2
n − α, |D| can have one simple base point. If this is the case, the
system |D| maps Υ birationally onto a surface of minimal degree in P
1
2
n−α.
Hence the image of a general D ∈ |D| is a rational normal curve in P
1
2
n−α−1.
Since D is smooth by Bertini’s theorem, it is isomorphic to P1. On the other
hand, the restricted system |D|D has positive dimension, it is complete since
Υ is regular and it has a base point since |D| has one. Since this contradicts
the theory of complete linear systems on P1, we have proven that |D| has
no base point for D2 = 1
2
n− α.
In view of Step 2, we may assume that |D| is not composed with a pen-
cil. We finish the proof by a case by case study, considering the various
possibilities for D2.
Step 4: The case D2 = 1
2
n− α− 1.
Suppose first that 1
2
n − α − 1 ≥ 2. By Step 3, |D| has no base points
and maps Υ birationally onto a non degenerate surface T of minimal degre.
There are two possibilities:
(a) T is ruled by lines; or
(b) T is the Veronese surface in P5.
In case (a), denote by |G| the moving part of the pull back to Υ of a
pencil of lines. Since DG = 1, the index theorem gives G2 = 0. It follows
KΥG = −2, HG = 3 and therefore the curves of |G| are mapped to cubics
by η.
In case (b), we have 1
2
n − α = 5, HD = 10 and we can write D = 2∆,
where ∆ is the pull back of a conic contained in T . Hence H∆ = 5. This is
enough to prove the statement if n ≥ 11, namely if α ≥ 1
2
.
If α = 0, then n = 10, H2 = 15. Since 4 = D2 = 4∆2, we have
∆2 = 1 and |∆| gives a birational morphism to P2. Since KΥH = −5
and D2 = (KΥ +H)
2 = 4, we get K2Υ = −1. Hence the morphism Υ→ P
2
given by |∆| is the composition of blow ups at ten (possibly not distinct)
points P1, . . . P10 of P
2. Denote by E1, . . . E10 the corresponding −1-curves
of Υ. Then KΥ = −3∆ +
∑
iEi and H = D − KΥ = 5∆ −
∑
iEi. The
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pull-back of the pencil of lines through, say, P1 gives a pencil |L| on Υ such
that HL = 4 < 5 = 1
2
n.
Suppose finally that 1
2
n − α − 1 = 1, namely that |D| gives a birational
morphism Υ→ P2. Since HD = 4, the theorem is proven for n ≥ 9 .
Suppose n = 8, hence α = 2, H2 = 10, KΥH = −6 and K
2
Υ = 3. The
birational morphism Σ→ P2 given by |D| is the composition of blow ups at
six (possibly infinitely near) points. So |H| = |D −KΥ| is the pull back of
the system of plane quartics through these six points. The pull-back of the
pencil of lines through one of these points gives a pencil |L| on Υ such that
HL = 3 < 4 = 1
2
n.
Step 5: The case D2 = 1
2
n− α.
By Step 3, the system |D| has no base points and maps Υ birationally onto a
rational surface T of degree p in Pp, where p = 1
2
n−α. Since the system |D|
is complete, we have p ≤ 9 and T is a weak Del Pezzo surface. Let T˜ → T
be the minimal desingularization; then T˜ is either an irreducible quadric of
P3 (p = 8) an irreducible quadric of P3 (p = 8) or the blow up of P2 at 9− p
base points, and the map T˜ → T ⊂ PP is given by the anticanonical system
| −KT˜ |. The morphism Υ→ T factors through a morphism f : Υ→ T˜ such
that D = f∗(−KT˜ ). For 3 ≤ p ≤ 8 the surface T˜ has a pencil of rational
curves |G| of degree 2 with G2 = 0, given in the former case by a ruling of
the quadric and in the latter case by the lines through one of the blown-up
points. Pulling back this pencil to Υ we obtain a linear system |L| such
that HL = 4. This proves the theorem for n ≥ 9. For n = 8 there are
two possibilities, p = 4, α = 0, m = 12 and p = 3, α = 1, m = 11, which
correspond to the exceptions given in statement (b).
If p = 9, then the pull back of the system of lines of P2 gives a linear
system |L| such that HL = 6. In this case we have 1
2
n − α = 9 and so
n ≥ 18.
If p = 2, then HD = 4 and so if n ≥ 9 the assertion is proven. We claim
that n = 8, p = 2 does not occur. In fact if n = 8, then from 1
2
n − α = 2
we obtain α = 2, H2 = 10 and KΥH = −6. From D
2 = (KΥ + H)
2 = 2
we obtain K2Υ = 4 and so K
2
ΥH
2− (KΥH) = 40− 36 > 0, contradicting the
index theorem.
Step 6: The case α ≥ 1 and D2 ≥ 1
2
n− α+ 1.
By D2 = K2Υ +
1
2
n − 3α, in this case K2Υ − 2α ≥ 1. By the Riemann-Roch
theorem and Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing h0(KΥ+D) = K
2
Υ− 2α+1 and
so h0(KΥ +D) ≥ 2. On the other hand H(KΥ +D) =
1
2
n − 3α. Hence a
general curve L in the moving part of |KΥ+D| satisfies HL ≤
1
2
n−3α < 1
2
n.
Step 7: The case α = 0 and D2 ≥ 1
2
n+ 1.
In this case D2 ≥ 1
2
n + 1 implies that K2Υ ≥ 1, because D
2 = K2Υ +
1
2
n.
Hence h0(−KΥ) ≥ 2.
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Let C be a curve in the moving part of |−KΥ|. The kernel of the restriction
map H0(H) → H0(C,H|C) is H
0(H − C). One has h0(H − C) ≥ h0(H +
KΥ) =
1
2
n + 1 and h0(H) = n + 1. We conclude that the image via |H| of
C spans a projective space of dimension < 1
2
n.
So, having covered all possible cases, we have proven the theorem. 
For later reference we examine more closely one of the exceptions in case
(ii) of Theorem 3.1 .
Proposition 3.2. Let Σ ⊂ P8 be a rational surface of degree 11 not con-
tained in any hyperplane and let η : Υ→ Σ be the minimal desingularization.
If the linear system |H| := η∗|OPn(1)| is complete and Σ has no pencil of
curves of degree < 4, then H decomposes as H = 2H ′+J , where J is a non
zero effective divisor, h0(Σ,H ′) ≥ 3 and the linear system |H ′| has no fixed
components.
Proof. A surface satisfying the hypothesis is as in Step 5 of proof of theorem
3.1. By the proof and keeping the same notation, one has that a surface of
degree 11 in P8 that has no pencil of curves of degree < 4 satisfies D2 = 3,
KΥD = −3 and K
2
Υ = 2. From this we have that h
0(KΥ + D) 6= 0 and
that KΥ + D 6= 0. Since Υ is rational and K
2
Υ = 2, h
0(−KΥ) ≥ 3. Then
H decomposes as H = (−2KΥ) + (KΥ +D) and taking the moving part of
| −KΥ| we have the statement. 
4. Irregular surfaces
In this section we collect several technical results that are needed in §5
and in §6, but are also, we believe, of independent interest.
Throughout all the section we denote by S a smooth projective irregular
surface, by q > 0 the irregularity of S and by a : S → A := Alb(S) the
Albanese map.
4.1. Curves on irregular surfaces without irrational pencils.
Lemma 4.1. If D is an effective 1-connected divisor of S, then <a(D)>
has dimension ≤ pa(D).
Proof. Write D = Dred + A, where Dred is the support of D and A ≥ 0.
It is easy to show that Dred is connected. Moreover, if A > 0 then the
decomposition sequence:
0→ OA(−Dred)→ OD → ODred → 0
shows that pa(D) = h
1(OD) ≥ h
1(ODred) = pa(Dred). Hence we may assume
that D is reduced.
We prove the statement by induction on the number n of irreducible
components of D. If n = 1, then there is a surjective morphism
J →< a(D) >
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where J is the Jacobian of the normalization of D. Since J has dimension
g(D) ≤ pa(D), the statement follows.
To prove the inductive step, write D = C+D1, where C is an irreducible
curve and D1 is a connected effective divisor with n− 1 components. Since
D1 is connected, the decomposition sequence gives an exact sequence:
0→ H1(OC(−D1))→ H
1(OD)→ H
1(OD1)→ 0.
Thus we have pa(D) = pa(D1) + h
1(OC(−D1)) ≥ pa(D1) + pa(D). To
complete the proof it is enough to notice that < a(D) >=< a(D1)> + <
a(C)>. 
The next lemma is a generalization of [BNP, Proposition 8.2, (a)].
Lemma 4.2. Let S be a surface such that albdim(S) = 2 and let D > 0 be
a divisor of S such that one of the following conditions holds:
• D is irreducible and g(D) < q;
• D is 1-connected and pa(D) < q.
Then:
(i) D2 ≤ 0;
(ii) if D2 = 0, then there is a fibration f : S → B, where B is a curve
of genus at least q − pa(D), and there exists a integer m > 0 such
that mD is a fibre of f .
Proof. Consider the abelian variety A′ := A/<a(D)> and denote by a′ : S →
A′ the map induced by a. By the assumptions and by Lemma 4.1, dimA′ > 0
and the image Z of a′ generates A′ by construction.
Assume that Z is a surface and let H be the pull back to S of a very
ample line bundle of Z. Then HD = 0, H2 > 0, hence D2 < 0 by the
index theorem. So if D2 ≥ 0 then Z is a curve and a′ is composed with a
pencil f : S → B, where B is a smooth curve. Since B maps onto Z and Z
generates A′, we have g(B) ≥ dimA′ ≥ q − pa(D). Since by construction a
′
contracts D to a point and D is connected, D is contained in a fiber of f .
By Zariski’s lemma one has D2 ≤ 0 and D2 = 0 if and only if there exists
an integer m > 0 such that mD is a fiber of f . 
Corollary 4.3. Let D > 0 be a 1-connected divisor of S such that D2 = 0.
If b ≥ 0 is an integer such that S has no irrational pencil of genus > b, then:
KSD ≥ 2(q − b)− 2.
4.2. Some properties of the canonical system. In this section we as-
sume that the canonical system |KS | 6= ∅. We write pg := pg(S) and
|KS | = |M | + Z, where |M | is the moving part and Z is the fixed part.
We denote by Σ the canonical image and by ϕ : S → Σ ⊂ Ppg−1 the canoni-
cal map.
Lemma 4.4 ([MP2], Lemma 2.1). Let ι be an involution of S such that
pg(S/ι) = 0. If q ≥ 3 then S has an irrational pencil f : S → B, where
g(B) ≥ 2.
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Corollary 4.5. Let S be a minimal surface with q ≥ 3. If S has no irrational
pencil of genus ≥ 2 and Σ is a surface with pg(Σ) = 0, then q(Σ) ≤ 1 and
degϕ ≥ 3.
Proof. If q(Σ) ≥ 2 then, by the classification of surfaces, Σ must be a ruled
surface and this is a contradiction because the pull-back of the ruling of Σ
would give an irrational pencil with base of genus ≥ 2.
Since pg(Σ) = 0 the canonical map of S is not birational and so by Lemma
4.4 its degree must be ≥ 3. 
The following result is essentially contained in [Xi5]:
Proposition 4.6. If albdimS = 2 and C is an irreducible curve of S, then:
(i) if h0(S,C) = s ≥ 2, then ϕ(C) spans at least a Pq−2 and pa(C) ≥
2q − 3 + s.
(ii) if C is a general fiber of a fibration f : S → B, with B a curve of
genus b > 0, then ϕ(C) spans at least a Pq−b−2.
Proof. (i) By [Xi5], if S is an irregular surface of maximal Albanese dimen-
sion and C is a curve of S that moves in a linear system, then the image of
the restriction map H0(S,KS)→ H
0(C,KS |C) has dimension at least q−1.
Passing to cohomology, the adjunction sequence for C gives:
0→ H0(S,KS)
r
→ H0(KS + C)→ H
0(C,ωC)→ H
1(S,KS)→ 0,
where exactness on the right follows by Ramanujam’s or by Kawamata-
Viehweg’s vanishing. Hence we have:
pa(C) = h
0(C,ωC) ≥ h
1(S,KS) + dim Imr = q + dim Imr.
The subspace Imr contains the image of H0(S,KS)⊗H
0(S,C), hence it has
dimension ≥ (q − 1) + s− 2 = q − 3 + s.
(ii) Also by [Xi5] (see [MP2, Proposition 2.2]), given a pencil f : S → B
with general fibre C and such that g(B) = b the image of the restriction
map H0(S,KS)→ H
0(C,ωC) has dimension at least q − b− 1. 
Following [Ko1], we define the quadric hull Quad(S) of a surface of general
type S as the intersection of all the quadrics of Ppg−1 that contain the
canonical image Σ. A component of Quad(S) is said to be essential if it
contains Σ; the quadric dimension dimQuad(S) is the maximum dimension
of an essential component of Quad(S). We quote the following:
Proposition 4.7 ([CMP], Proposition 2.4). Let X ⊂ Pr+1 be a non de-
generate irreducible threefold and let γ be the arithmetic genus of a general
curve section of X. Then:
(i) if γ = 0, then X is either a rational normal scroll or X ⊂ P6 is the
cone over the Veronese surface in P5;
(ii) if γ = 1 and X is not a scroll then r ≤ 9;
(iii) if γ = 2 and X is not a scroll then r ≤ 11.
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Proposition 4.8. Let S be a surface such that albdimS = 2 and ϕ is
birational. Then:
(i) if pg ≥ 8 and q ≥ 5, then h
0(2M) ≥ 4pg − 5;
(ii) if pg ≥ 12, q ≥ 6, then h
0(2M) ≥ 4pg − 4;
(iii) if pg ≥ 14, q ≥ 7, then h
0(2M) ≥ 4pg − 3.
Proof. Set r = pg − 2. Notice that by the Castelnuovo inequality (cf. [Be1,
Remarques 5.6]) we have deg Σ ≥ 3pg − 7 ≥ 3r − 1.
It is well known (cf. [De1], [Re2], [Ba]) that h0(2M) ≥ 4pg − 6 = 4r + 2.
We argue by contradiction, writing h0(2M) = 4r+2+α and assuming that
one of the following holds:
• α = 0, r ≥ 6 and q ≥ 5;
• α = 1, r ≥ 10 and q ≥ 6;
• α = 2, r ≥ 12 and q ≥ 7.
For a non degenerate projective variety Y ⊂ Pr+1 and m ≥ 0 an integer,
denote as usual by hY (m) the Hilbert function of Y , namely the dimension
of the image of the restriction map H0(OPr+1(m))→ H
0(OY (m)). In what
follows we use some basic properties of the Hilbert function, for which we
refer the reader to [Ha2].
Let C be a general section of the canonical image Σ and let Z be a general
section of C. The set Z consists of degΣ ≥ 3r−1 points in uniform position
and one has:
(4.1) 4r + 2 + α = h0(2M) ≥ hΣ(2) ≥ r + 2 + hC(2) ≥ 2r + 3 + hZ(2),
namely hZ(2) ≤ 2r − 1 + α.
Step 1: dimQuad(S) ≥ 3
By [Ha2, Lemma 3. 9] one has hZ(2) ≥ 2r − 1. Hence by (4.1), there are
the following possibilities:
(a) hZ(2) = 2r−1. By [Ha2, Lemma 3. 9], in this case the intersection
of all quadrics through Z is a rational normal curve in Pr−1;
(b) hZ(2) = 2r. By [Ha2, p. 109], in this case the intersection of all
quadrics through Z is a rational normal elliptic curve of degree r
in Pr−1.
(c) hZ(2) = 2r + 1. Since pg ≥ 8, by [Ci2, Theorem 3.8] (cf. also
[Pe, Proposition 4.3]), in this case the intersection of all quadrics
through Z is an irreducible curve of degree r + 1 in Pr−1.
In each case, the intersection of all the quadrics of Pr−1 containing Z is
an irreducible curve Γ. If V is an essential component of Quad(S), then
Quad(S) ∩ Pr−1 contains Γ. Since Pr−1 ⊂ Pr+1 is a general codimension 2
subspace, it follows that dimV ≥ 3.
Step 2: Quad(S) has no essential component of dimension 3.
Assume for contradiction that an essential component V of Quad(S) of
dimension 3 exists. Then by the proof of Step 1, the general curve section Γ
of V has arithmetic genus ≤ α. Hence, in view of our assumptions on r and
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α, by Proposition 4.7 V is a scroll in planes. If Γ is rational, as it is always
the case for α = 0, we let |C| be the pencil of S induced by the ruling of
V . Since q ≥ 5 by assumption, we have a contradiction to Proposition 4.6.
If γ has geometric genus b > 0, we let B → Γ be the normalization map
and f : S → B the fibration induced by the ruling of V . Since b ≤ α and
q ≥ 5 + α by assumption, we have again a contradiction to Proposition 4.6.
Step 3: dimQuad(S) ≤ 3 + α.
If α = 0, (cf. also [Ko1]), Quad(S) is a threefold by [Ba, Proposition 1.2].
Consider now α > 0 and assume for contradiction that dimQuad(S) ≥
4+α. Since the quadrics through Z cut out a curve in Pr−1 (cf. proof of Step
1), it follows that the image of the restriction map ρ : H0(Pr+1,IΣ(2)) →
H0(Pr−1,IZ(2)) is a subspace of codimension ≥ 1 + α. Since Z ⊂ C ⊂ Σ
are general sections and Σ is non degenerate, the sequences 0 → IΣ(1) →
IΣ(2) → IC(2) → 0 and 0 → IC(1) → IC(2) → IZ(2) → 0 are exact.
Taking cohomology, one sees that the restriction maps H0(Pr+1,IΣ(2)) →
H0(Pr,IC(2)) and H
0(Pr,IC(2))→ H
0(Pr−1,IZ(2)) are injective. Hence ρ,
being the composition of these maps, is also injective and we get h0(Pr−1,IZ(2)) ≥
h0(Pr+1,IΣ(2)) + 1 + α. Passing to the Hilbert functions, we obtain:
hΣ(2)− hZ(2) =(4.2)
(r + 2)(r + 3)
2
− h0(Pr+1,IΣ(2)) −
r(r + 1)
2
+ h0(Pr−1,IZ(2)) ≥ 2r + 4 + α.
Since hZ(2) ≥ 2r−1, we get 4r+2+α = hΣ(2) ≥ 4r+3+α, a contradiction.
Step 4: End of proof.
If α = 0, then we have a contradiction by Step 2 and Step 3.
If α = 1, then by Step 2 and Step 3 we have dimQuad(S) = 4. By [Ko1,
Lemma 1.2], we have:
4r + 3 = h0(2M) ≥ hΣ(2) ≥ 5pg − 10 = 5r,
a contradiction since r ≥ 4.
If α = 2, then by Step 2 and Step 3 we have dimQuad(S) = 4 or 5. By
[Ko1, Lemma 1.2], we have:
4r + 4 = h0(2M) ≥ hΣ(2) ≥ min{5pg − 10, 6pg − 15} = 5r,
and we have again a contradiction since r ≥ 5. 
Lemma 4.9. Let S be a minimal surface with q ≥ 3 and no irrational pencil
of genus ≥ 2 and let D is a divisor of S such that:
• D2 ≥ 6, h0(D) ≥ 4 and |D| has no fixed component;
• F := KS −D > 0 and KSF < 2q − 4.
Then for any effective divisor E such that E2 = −1, KSE = 1 and DE = 2,
h0(KS +D) ≥ h
0(KS +D − E) + 3.
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Proof. By Corollary 2.5, one has h0(E,ωE) = 1. Using the Riemann-Roch
theorem and pa(E) = 1 we see that h
0(E,D|E) = h
1(E,D|E) + 2. By
duality, h1(E,D|E) = h
0(E,ωE − D|E). By assumption, there exists a
section s ∈ H0(S,D) that does not vanish on any component of E. The
section s induces an injective map H0(E,ωE −D|E) → H
0(E,ωE). Hence
h1(E,D|E) = h
0(E,ωE−D|E) ≤ h
0(E,ωE) = 1, and we get h
0(E,D|E) ≤ 3,
h0(D − E) ≥ 1. Note also that ED = 2 implies that EF = −1.
To prove the lemma it suffices to show that the restriction map r : H0(KS+
D) → H0(E, (KS + D)|E) is surjective, because by Riemann-Roch and
(KS +D)E = 3, h
0(E, (KS +D)|E) ≥ 3.
The cokernel of r is H1(KS+D−E). Since D
2 ≥ 6, we have (D−E)2 > 0,
hence by Ramanujam’s vanishing to prove the assertion it is enough to show
that the effective divisor D − E is 1-connected ([Ra], cf. [Bo], p.453).
Suppose for contradiction that D − E is not 1-connected. Then there is
a decomposition D − E = A+B where A,B are effective non zero divisors
such that AB ≤ 0. Since (A + B)E = 3 and, by the 1-connectedness of
D, A(B + E) ≥ 1, B(A + E) ≥ 1 we must have 2AB + 3 ≥ 2, and so
AB = 0. From (A + B)E = 3 and the 1-connectedness of every curve in
|D| (Proposition 2.6), we have, say, AE = 1 and BE = 2. So A(B + E) =
1. Since, by hypothesis D2 ≥ 6, Proposition 2.6 tells us that A2 ≤ 0 or
(B + E)2 ≤ 0. Since D is nef and DE = 2, 2 ≤ D(B + E) = (B + E)2 + 1.
So A2 ≤ 0 and the nefness of D implies that A2 = DA− 1 ≥ −1.
Since A(B + E) = 1, the 2-connectedness of the divisors in |KS | implies
that AF > 0 and (B + E)F > 0 and so, by the hypothesis DF < 2q − 4
we obtain AF < 2q − 5. Note also that, since D is 1-connected, A is also
1-connected by Lemma 2.7.
If A2 = 0 then DA = 1 and KSA = 1 + FA < 2q − 4. Since S has no
irrational pencils of genus > 1 this is a contradiction to Corollary 4.3.
So A2 = −1. In this case (A+E)2 = 0 and (A+E)F = AF+EF < 2q−6,
yielding KS(A+E) = (D+F )(A+E) < 2 + 2q − 6 = 2q − 4. If (A+E) is
1-connected we have again a contradiction to Corollary 4.3.
So suppose that A+E is not 1-connected. Then it decomposes as A1+A2
where A1A2 ≤ 0. By 1-connectedness of D and (A + E)B = 2 we must
have Ai(D − Ai) = 1, for i = 1, 2, and so we conclude as above that Ai
is 1-connected and A2i ≤ 0, for i = 1, 2. Then from 0 = (A + E)
2 =
A21 + 2A1A2 + A
2
2 one obtains A1A2 = A
2
1 = A
2
2 = 0. But then, since
KS(A1+A2) = KS(A+E) < 2q− 4, we have KSA1 < 2q− 4, contradicting
Corollary 4.3.
So D − E is 1-connected and therefore the Lemma is proven. 
We recall the following result:
Proposition 4.10 ([MPP], Corollary 2.7). Let S be a minimal surface of
general type whose canonical map is not composed with a pencil. Denote
by |M | the moving part and by Z the fixed part of |KS |. If Z > 0 and
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M2 ≥ 5 +KSZ, then
K2S + χ(S) = h
0(KS +M) +KSZ +MZ/2 ≥ h
0(2M) +KSZ +MZ/2 + 1.
Furthermore, if h0(KS+M) = h
0(2M)+1 then |KS+M | has base points
and there is an effective divisor G such that GZ ≥ 1 and either G2 = −1
and MG = 0 or G2 = 0 and MG = 1.
Now we can show the following
Corollary 4.11. Let S be an irregular minimal surface such that S has no
irrational pencils f : S → B with g(B) ≥ 2, q ≥ 6 and the canonical map of
S is not composed with a pencil. Denote by |M | the moving part and by Z
the fixed part of |KS |. If Z > 0, then
K2S + χ(S) ≥ h
0(2M) + 3.
Furthermore if equality holds then Z2 = −2 and KSZ = 0.
Proof. The hypothesis that S has no irrational pencils f : S → B with
g(B) ≥ 2 implies that pg ≥ 2q − 3. Since q ≥ 6, we have then pg ≥ 9
and so the hypothesis that the canonical map of S is not composed with a
pencil implies that M2 ≥ 6.
Since K2S+χ(S) = h
0(KS+M)+KSZ+MZ/2 to prove the corollary we
need to study the number m := p+KSZ+MZ/2, where p := h
0(KS+M)−
h0(2M). Note that MZ is an even positive number by the 2-connectedness
of the canonical divisors. Also, by Corollary 2.8, for any decomposition
KS = A+B with A,B > 0 and AB = 2 both A and B are 1-connected.
We start by analyzing the case MZ = 2. If MZ = 2, then Z is 1-
connected by Corollary 2.8 and because KS is nef Z
2 ≥ −2. On the other
hand, by the index theorem (Corollary 2.2) and M2 ≥ 6, we have Z2 ≤ 0.
Furthermore the hypothesis that S has no irrational pencils f : S → B with
g(B) ≥ 2 implies that Z2 = 0 does not occur, because if Z2 = 0 then
KSZ = 2 and this is impossible by Corollary 4.3.
So we are left with the possibilities:
(i) Z2 = −1,KSZ = 1;
(ii) Z2 = −2,KSZ = 0.
Note that KS +M − Z = 2M .
In the first case Lemma 4.9 gives p ≥ 3 yielding m ≥ 5.
In the second case suppose that m < 3. By Proposition 4.10, we see that
p = 1, and that there is an effective divisor G such that GZ ≥ 1 and either
G2 = −1 and MG = 0 or G2 = 0 and MG = 1. It is easy to check that
MZ = 2 implies GZ = 1. As above G2 = 0 can be excluded using the
hypothesis that S has no irrational pencils f : S → B with g(B) ≥ 2. If
G2 = −1 we can apply Lemma 4.9 to the divisor E = G + Z and obtain
that h0(KS +M) ≥ h
0(KS +M − E) + 3. Since KS +M − E = 2M −G,
MG = 0 and G 1-connected imply h0(2M − G) ≥ h0(2M) − 1 we obtain
p ≥ 2 contradicting p = 1.
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So we proved the Corollary for the case MZ = 2.
Supose now thatm = 3 andMZ ≥ 4. Then eitherMZ = 6, KSZ = 0 and
p = 0 and this is excluded by Corollary 4.10 or MZ = 4 and p+KSZ ≤ 1.
Since M2 ≥ 6, the case p = 0 and KSZ = 1 is again excluded by Corollary
4.10 and so we are left with the case MZ = 4, KSZ = 0 and (by Corollary
4.10) p = 1. It is not difficult to verify that MZ = 4, KSZ = 0 imply that
Z decomposes as Z = Z1+Z2 such that KSZi = 0, Z
2
i = −2 and ZiM = 2.
Since p = 1, by Corollary 4.10 there is an effective divisor G such that
either G2 = −1 and MG = 0 or G2 = 0 and MG = 1. Again the second
possibility for G can be excluded as before. In fact because G(M − G) =
1 the 2-connectedness of the canonical divisors implies that GZ > 0 and
(M − G)Z > 0. Since MZ = 4, one must have GZ ≤ 3. If G2 = 0 then
KSG ≤ 4 and this is impossible by Corollary 4.3. If G
2 = −1 and GZ = 3
then (G + Z)2 = 1 and KS(G + Z) = 3. Since (M −G)
2 > 0 and M2 ≥ 6
and MZ = 4 imply K2S ≥ 10, we have a contradiction to Proposition 2.6.
So G2 = −1 and GZ = 1. If GZi > 1 then (G + Zi)
2 > 0 and we find the
same contradiction as above. So, say, GZ1 = 1 and GZ2 = 0. Then the
divisor E := G+Z1 satisfies E
2 = −1 and KSE = 1 and as before applying
Lemma 4.9 we obtain p ≥ 2, a contradiction. So if MZ = 4, m ≥ 4. 
5. Castelnuovo type inequalities
The Castelnuovo inequality (cf. [De1, The´ore`me 3.2]) states that if S
is a minimal surface of general type such that ϕ is birational then K2S ≥
3pg + q− 7. In the case q > 0, in [Ba, Theorem 2.1] the inequality has been
improved to K2S ≥ 3pg + q − 6 under the assumption that pg ≥ 6.
By applying the results of §4 we are able to improve further the inequality
in the case of surfaces with q ≥ 6 (Theorem 5.1) and to sharpen it further
under the assumption that S has no irrational pencil and |KS | has a fixed
part (Theorem 5.2). As in the previous section, S denotes a smooth com-
plex projective surface with geometric genus pg and irregularity q and the
canonical map of S is denoted by ϕ : S → Ppg−1.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that S is minimal and ϕ is birational. Then:
(i) if q > 0 and pg ≥ 6, then K
2
S ≥ 3pg + q − 6;
(ii) if q ≥ 6 and pg ≥ 12, then K
2
S ≥ 3pg + q − 5;
(iii) if q ≥ 7 and pg ≥ 14, then K
2
S ≥ 3pg + q − 4.
Proof. Statement (i) is [Ba, Theorem 2.1].
If albdimS = 1, then K2S ≥ 3pg + 7q − 7 by [Ko2, Theorem 6.1]. Hence
we may assume albdimS = 2.
Since S is minimal, by Riemann–Roch we have K2S + χ(S) = h
0(2KS) ≥
h0(2M), namely K2S ≥ h
0(2M) − pg + q − 1. Hence (ii) and (iii) follow
directly by Proposition 4.8. 
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Theorem 5.2. Assume that S is minimal with no irrational pencils of genus
≥ 2 and that ϕ is birational. If the canonical system |KS | has a fixed part
Z > 0, then:
(i) if q ≥ 6, then K2S ≥ 3pg + q − 3;
(ii) if q ≥ 6 and pg ≥ 12, then K
2
S ≥ 3pg + q − 2;
(iii) if q ≥ 7 and pg ≥ 14, then K
2
S ≥ 3pg + q − 1.
Furthermore, if equality holds in (i), (ii) or (ii), then Z2 = −2 and KSZ =
0.
Proof. By Corollary 4.11 we have K2S + χ(S) ≥ h
0(2M) + 3, with equality
holding only if Z2 = −2 and KSZ = 0. The result now follows immediately
by Proposition 4.8 (notice that for q ≥ 6 one has pg ≥ 9 by the Castelnuovo-
De Franchis inequality). 
6. Surfaces with pg = 2q − 3
Throughout all the section we consider a minimal surface S with irregu-
larity q and geometric genus pg(S) = 2q − 3. We denote by Σ the canonical
image and by ϕ : S → Σ ⊂ P2q−4 the canonical map.
The purpose of the section is to prove the following:
Theorem 6.1. If S is minimal with q ≥ 6, pg = 2q−3 and has no irregular
pencil of genus ≥ 2, then the canonical map ϕ is birational.
As a consequence, we are able to strengthen the inequalities of [MP1,
Theorem 1.2] as follows:
Theorem 6.2. If S is minimal with pg = 2q − 3, then:
(i) if q ≥ 6, then K2S ≥ 7χ(S) + 2;
(ii) if q ≥ 8, then K2S ≥ 7χ(S) + 3;
(iii) if q ≥ 9, then K2S ≥ 7χ(S) + 4.
Furthermore if equality holds then the fixed part Z of |KS | is a (−2)-cycle
of type Dn, E6, E7 or E8.
Proof. As explained in the proof of [MP1, Thm.1.2], we may assume that
S has no irrational pencil of genus > 1 and that |KS | = |M | + Z, with the
fixed part Z > 0.
Since in this case the canonical map ϕ is birational by Theorem 6.1, we
get the inequalities by applying Theorem 5.2. Again by Theorem 5.2, one
has equality only if KSZ = 0 and Z
2 = −2.
Note that for every component θ of Z,Mθ ≥ 0 because |M | is the moving
part of |KS |. Since KSθ = 0 we see that every component θ of Z satisfies
θZ ≤ 0. So Z is a (−2)-cycle and as such it can be of of type An, Dn, E6,
E7 or E8 (see, e.g., [BPV, Ch.III,§3]). However if Z is of type An then by
[BNP, Theorem 5.4] one has K2S ≥ 8χ(S), a contradiction. 
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6.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof is quite involved and requires a
detailed analysis of the case q = 6, hence we break it into several auxiliary
lemmas. The first one is of independent interest.
Lemma 6.3. Let S be a minimal surface of general type with q = 6 and
pg = 2q − 3 = 9. If S has no irrational pencil of genus > 1, then
K2S ≤ 35− r,
where r is the number of irreducible curves contracted by the Albanese map
of S.
Proof. By Noether’s formula and Hodge duality, we have K2S+h
1,1(S) = 52.
We give a lower bound for h1,1(S) by using methods and results from
[CP]. Let Γ1, . . .Γr be the irreducible curves contracted by the Albanese
map a : S → A. Since the image of a is a surface, the intersection ma-
trix (ΓiΓj)i,j=1,...r is negative definite, hence the classes of the Γi span an
r-dimensional subspace T1 ⊂ H
1,1(S). Since T1 is orthogonal to T2 :=
a∗(H1,1(A)) ⊂ H1,1(S), we have h1,1(S) ≥ r + dimT2.
Denote by Hq the real vector space of q × q Hermitian matrices and
define dq,n as the maximum dimension of a subspace V ⊂ Hq such that
every 0 6= M ∈ V has rank ≥ 2n. By [CP, Proposition 2.2.3], one has
dimT2 ≥ 30− d6,2.
We give a rough lower bound for d6,2 as follows. Identify H5 with the
subspace of H6 consisting of the matrices whose last row and column are
zero. Then if V ⊂ H6 is a subspace such that every 0 6= M ∈ V has rank
at least 4, then dimV ∩ H5 ≤ d5,4. We have d5,4 ≤ 8 by [CP, Proposition
2.2.2], hence using Grassmann formula we get
dimV ≤ dimH6 − dimH5 + d5,4 ≤ 36 − 25 + 8 = 19,
which gives d6,2 ≤ 19. Thus we get dimT2 ≥ 17, h
1,1(S) ≥ 17 + r and
K2S ≤ 35− r.

The next Lemma contains the proof of Theorem 6.1 for q ≥ 7.
Lemma 6.4. Assume that S is minimal with q ≥ 6, pg = 2q − 3 that ϕ is
not birational and that S has no irrational pencil of genus ≥ 2. Then q = 6,
degϕ = 3 and the canonical image Σ ⊂ P8 is a rational surface of degree
11.
Proof. Since by [Xi2] a surface of general type S whose canonical system
is composed with a pencil has q ≤ 2, the canonical image Σ is a surface.
Hence, denoting by d be the degree of ϕ and by m the degree of Σ, we have
K2S ≥ dm.
Assume that d > 1. By [Be1, The´ore`me 3.1] either pg(Σ) = 0 or pg(Σ) =
pg(S) and Σ is a canonical surface. In the second case m ≥ 3pg − 7 and
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so K2S ≥ 6pg − 14 = 12q − 36 = 9χ(S) + 3q − 14. Since q ≥ 6, this is a
contradiction to the Miyaoka-Yau inequality.
So pg(Σ) = 0 and, by Corollary 4.5, d ≥ 3 and q(Σ) ≤ 1. Since d ≥ 3,
we have K2S ≥ 3m and therefore, since K
2
S ≤ 9(q − 2) by the Miyaoka-Yau
inequality, we get
(6.1) m ≤ 3(q − 2) =
3
2
(2q − 4).
Thus Σ is a ruled surface by [Be1, Lemme 1.4].
Assume that q(Σ) = 1. By Proposition 4.6, Σ has no pencil of rational
curves of degree < q− 3 and so by [Re1, (1.2)], m ≥ (2(q − 3)/(q − 2))(2q −
4) = 4(q − 3). Since 4(q − 3) ≤ 3(q − 2) iff q ≤ 6, for q = 7 we have
obtained a contradiction. For q = 6, the same argument gives m = 12,
hence K2S ≥ 3m = 36, contradicting Lemma 6.3.
Hence q(Σ) = 0 and Σ is rational. By (6.1), the surface Σ satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Hence, if q ≥ 7 the surface Σ has a pencil |L|
of curves such that the span of every L ∈ |L| has dimension < q − 2. Since
this contradicts Proposition 4.6, statement (ii) is proven.
By the same arguments, if q = 6 and d > 1 then m = 11 or m = 12.
By Lemma 6.3, we get 35 ≥ K2S ≥ dm ≥ 3m. Hence the only possibility is
d = 3 and m = 11. 
Lemma 6.5. If S has no irrational pencil of genus ≥ 2, q = 6, pg = 9 and
ϕ is not birational, then |KS | has no fixed component and S contains no
rational curves. In particular KS is ample.
Proof. As usual, write |KS | = |M |+Z, where |M | is the moving part and Z
is the fixed part. Since every global 2-form σ of S can be written σ = α∧ β
for some α, β ∈ H0(Ω1S) (cf. [MP1, §3]), the components of Z are the curves
on which the differential of the Albanese a map drops rank.
Let r be the number of irreducible curves of S contracted by a. By Lemma
6.4 and Lemma 6.3, we have:
(6.2) 35− r ≥ K2S = KSM +KSZ ≥M
2 +MZ ≥MZ + 33.
By the 2-connectedness of canonical divisors, if Z > 0 then MZ = 2,
KSZ = 0, Z
2 = −2. Hence every component of Z is a smooth rational
curve with self-intersection −2 and r > 0, contradicting (6.2). Thus Z = 0.
Furthermore since any rational curve of S would be contained in Z, S has
no rational curves and so KS is ample. 
Finally we are in a position to show that also in the case q = 6 the
canonical map is birational.
Lemma 6.6. Let S be a minimal surface of general type with q = 6 and
pg = 2q−3 = 9. If S has no irregular pencil of genus > 1, then the canonical
map of S is birational.
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Proof. Suppose for contradiction that ϕ is not birational. Then, by Lemma
6.4, ϕ has degree 3 and the canonical image Σ ⊂ P8 is a rational surface of
degree 11.
By Proposition 4.6 Σ has no pencil of curves of degree ≤ 3, hence by
Proposition 3.2 we can write KS = 2D+Γ where Γ is an effective divisor ≥ 0
and |D| is a linear system without fixed components such that h0(S,D) ≥ 3.
Since, by Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, 33 ≤ K2S ≤ 35, KS is not divisible by 2 in
Pic(S). This implies that Γ 6= 0 and Γ is also not divisible by 2 in Pic(S).
Since K2S ≤ 35 and KS is nef, KSD ≤ 17. We claim that KSD ≥ 16. For
contradiction suppose thatKSD ≤ 15. By Proposition 4.6, we have pa(D) ≥
12, hence D2 ≥ 7 by the adjunction formula. This gives a contradiction to
the index theorem (Corollary 2.2), because 7 · 33 = 231 > (15)2 = 225. So
KSD ≥ 16.
Then we have the following possibilities:
• KSD = 16, KSΓ = 1 and K
2
S = 33;
• KSD = 16, KSΓ = 2 and K
2
S = 34;
• KSD = 16, KSΓ = 3 and K
2
S = 35;
• KSD = 17, KSΓ = 1 and K
2
S = 35;
We start by noticing that Γ2 ≤ −1. In effect, by the index theorem
(Corollary 2.2), Γ2 ≤ 0. Since by the adjunction formula Γ2 ≡ KSΓ mod 2,
Γ2 = 0 can only occur if KSΓ = 2. But this possibility is excluded by
Corollary 4.3, because Γ is 1-connected by Corollary 2.8. The same reasoning
shows that any irreducible component θ of Γ satisfies also θ2 ≤ −1. Since, by
Lemma 6.5, KS is ample, KSθ > 0 for every component θ of Γ. Furthermore,
since again by Lemma 6.5, there are no rational curves in S, any irreducible
component θ of Γ such that KSθ = 1 must satisfy θ
2 = −1, whilst an
irreducible component θ of Γ such that KSθ = 2 must satisfy θ
2 = −2.
Similarly if Γ is irreducible and KSΓ = 3 then Γ
2 = −3 or Γ2 = −1. Note
that if KSΓ = 2 and Γ is not irreducible, Γ must be the sum of two distinct
components because Γ is not divisible by 2 in Pic(S).
In conclusion:
(i) if KSΓ = 1 then Γ is irreducible and Γ
2 = −1;
(ii) if KSΓ = 2, Γ is reduced.
(iii) if KSΓ = 3 and Γ is not reduced then Γ = 2θ1 + θ2 where θ1, θ2 are
smooth elliptic curves with self-intersection −1.
In case (i) Γ2 = −1 and KS = 2D + Γ imply that ΓD = 1. Then
KSD = 2D
2+ΓD = 2D2+1 is odd and soKSD = 17. This is a contradiction
to the adjunction formula because then D2 = 8 and KSD = 17. So case (i)
does not occur.
Case (iii) can be excluded in the same way, using the fact that KS =
2D′ + θ2, where D
′ := D + θ2, and KSD
′ = 17.
So we are left with the cases when KSΓ ≥ 2 and Γ is reduced. Then
KSD = 16 and so by the adjunction formula D
2 is even. From KSD =
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2D2 + DΓ, we conclude that DΓ is also even. Then the equality K2S =
4D2 + 4DΓ + Γ2 means that Γ2 ≡ K2S mod 8.
On the other hand, since every component of Γ has geometric genus > 0
and Γ is reduced, also pa(Γ) > 0. We have seen above that Γ
2 < 0 and so
there are only the following possibilities:
• KSΓ = 2 and Γ
2 = −2 (K2S = 34);
• KSΓ = 3 , Γ
2 = −1 (K2S = 35);
• KSΓ = 3, Γ
2 = −3 (K2S = 35).
This is a contradiction because in none of these cases Γ2 ≡ K2S mod 8.
So degϕ = 3 does not occur and therefore ϕ is birational. 
The above Lemma concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1
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